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Aftermath: How did they do it?
Late appeals
gave Clinton
primary edge

McCain win:
From up to
down to up

By SARAH LIEBOWITZ

By MARGOT SANGER-KATZ

In the end, Hillary Clinton
swayed the uncommitted, generating last-minute support from New
Hampshire voters who decided late
but never crossed the New York
senator off their list of contenders.
“For so long, she did such a good
job of introducing herself to voters,” said Nick Clemons, the director of Clinton’s New Hampshire
campaign. “When I look back, I
think that she opened the door, and
the door was never closed by people. And ultimately the results
show that they kept the door open
and in the end just
walked through.”
The under-theradar support generated by Clinton’s
final days of campaigning
was
translated
into
votes by a disciplined staff that
included several
Clinton
veteran
state
strategists, including Clemons, who
previously served as John Kerry’s
state director. The campaign’s vote
turnout effort relied heavily on the
candidate, who visited her first
polling station at 6 a.m. on primary
day. In the afternoon – after her
aides saw a glimmer of hope for a
win here – she stopped working on
the speech she planned to deliver
that night and returned to the campaign trail, greeting voters and
going on talk radio shows.
But coming into voting day,
Clemons wasn’t expecting a win. As
he saw it, his best hope was to
stave off a massive loss to Barack
Obama, who had opened a doubledigit lead over Clinton in weekend
opinion polls.
“It was, ‘Let’s keep this race to
single digits; let’s hold on to the
same margin that we came out of
Iowa with, live to fight another day
on Feb. 5,’ ” Clemons said yesterday. The presidential nominating
calendar was working against the
campaign, Clemons said. With only
five days between the Iowa and
New Hampshire contests, Clinton
had little time to recover from
Obama’s decisive victory in the
caucuses, where he beat Clinton by

Sen. John McCain’s New Hampshire campaign could be told as the
story of buses. First, there was the
top-of-the-line bus, too fancy for
McCain’s
doughnut-and-buffalo
wing taste, a sign of needless
extravagance. Then, there was the
“No Surrender” bus, shabby and
fitted with a slogan that smacked of
desperation. Finally, came the
“Straight Talk Express” that drove
McCain to victory this week. The
mirrors in the back rattled, the
transmission blew
during a three-day
tour,
and
the
plumbing froze in
subzero temperatures last week.
But the 1980s-era
bus, fitted with
pleather seats and
purple sconces,
clocked its miles McCain
in New Hampshire, delivering McCain to most of
his 101 town hall meetings.
In a Republican primary race
with an unusual number of ups and
downs, McCain’s campaign may
have been the most turbulent of all.
McCain, who entered the race as
the presumptive national front-runner, then became a near asterisk as
political misfortunes compounded
campaign
mismanagement,
emerged Tuesday as the winner of
the New Hampshire primary, edging out the well-financed campaign
of former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt
Romney, who had led the polls here
for more than six months.
His rise from the ashes was a
tale of determination and luck.
McCain and his staff returned to
what they knew best, the town-hallby-town-hall, question-by-question
approach that had won over New
Hampshire voters in 2000, and their
strategy slowly began to pay dividends. But McCain also benefited
from the changing fortunes of his
competitors and shifting political
realities.
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Barack Obama supporters listened to their candidate Tuesday night as he conceded to Hillary Clinton in the primary.

CAMPAIGN 2008
BILL RICHARDSON is
expected to announce his
withdrawal from the Democratic race today. A2
THE WOMAN whose
question to Clinton helped
make national news is surprised, to say the least.
Whom did she vote for?
See A10
OUR PRIMARY
COLORS map shows you
which towns voted for
which candidates – in both
2008 and 2004. B1
THE CANDIDATES keep
on campaigning. A2

See CLINTON – A10
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At long last: Makeover
for Pitchfork Records
Facade, sign update
set for the storefront
By CHELSEA CONABOY
Monitor staff

One the ugliest storefronts
downtown is about to lose that distinction. The large lighted sign outside Pitchfork Records, on the corner of North Main and Pleasant
streets, is scheduled to come down
today. Renovations of the entire
façade could be completed in the
next couple of months.

MILD
Sunny and a bit
cooler today.
High 46, low
29. Ryan
Rhodes, 5, of
Concord draws
the day.
Weather, B10

The city planning board has
approved changes to the building,
which is owned by Evangelos Lillios, and Main Street Concord has
pledged grant money to help.
The white aluminum siding covering the second floor windows will
be removed, the brick façade will be
restored, and a granite runner will
be added above the storefront,
where a newly carved sign will be
hung. Plans include restoring the
second-story windows now hidden
by the siding.

See FACADE – A10
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Befuddled pollsters try to explain
Obama led surveys
by wide margins
By DANIEL BARRICK
Monitor staff

Barack Obama and Mitt Romney weren’t the only ones nursing
losses in New Hampshire Tuesday
night. The political polling industry, after projecting a big Obama
victory for days, found itself conflicted, confused and embarrassed
by the vast gulf separating the
predictions from Election Day
reality.
Just hours after Hillary Clinton’s stunning comeback, with voting data still rolling in, pollsters
and political scientists grappled
with one question: How did the

pre-election surveys get it so
wrong? Explanations for the failure included faulty methodology,
the emotional effect of a tearyeyed Clinton on the eve of the vote,
unpredictable turnout among
independent voters, and the possibility that race was a concern for
some voters in the privacy of the
voting booth.
“It’s shocking,” said Del Ali,
director of Research 2000, which
conducts surveys for the Monitor.
“I think everyone’s looking for
answers.”
The last Monitor poll, released
Saturday night, showed Obama
and Clinton locked in a dead heat
in New Hampshire. By Sunday,
nearly every other poll showed
Obama opening a wide lead.
A University of New Hamp-

shire/WMUR tracking poll on Sunday put Obama at a 10 point lead.
A Gallup survey released Monday
had Obama trouncing Clinton, 41
percent to 28 percent. According
to a compilation on the website
realclearpolitics.com,
Obama
enjoyed an average lead of eight
points in polls taken last weekend
– outside the typical margin of
error.
The flawed projections are
even more striking in light of the
accuracy with which the same
polls described the outcome of the
state’s Republican primary, with
most giving John McCain a five- to
six-point win over Romney.
Clinton’s three-point victory set
off rounds of soul-searching within

See POLLS – A9

High hopes
When McCain assembled his
campaign team last year, he drew
heavily on Republican establishment figures who had helped re-

See McCAIN – A7
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The good and the lousy of our primary
Time again to head
into the background

RAY DUCKLER
MONITOR COLUMNIST

T

he campaign signs downtown seem tired now, irrelevant.
They stand in snow banks,
reminding us of the recent, exciting past. Yet the dirty snow
beneath them looks dirtier, now
that the politically supercharged
atmosphere is gone for another
four years.
New Hampshire’s first-in-thenation primary is over, with John
McCain and Hillary Clinton hoping their wins here will translate
into momentum through the nominating process. They hope we’re a

For months,
presidential
candidates and the
national media
converged on a
place many couldn’t
find on a U.S. map.
springboard to the White House.
We’ll watch. We’ll wait. We’ll
see.
Meanwhile, we return to the
background. Back to snowstorms
and the Patriots and high gas
prices and normalcy. Back to relative obscurity when it comes to
the national landscape.
Some of us are happy to see
the crowd leave. Others enjoyed
the attention, feeding off the energy.
Here’s one man’s view of the
good and the bad, five points for
each after a dizzying process that
is truly unique to our state.
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A stray sign for Hillary Clinton rests on Elm Street in Manchester.

The good
• The buzz that electrified the
city and the entire state was loud
and clear.
For months, presidential candidates and the national media converged on a place many couldn’t
find on a U.S. map. This process

put us on that map, every four
years.
Perhaps you saw yourself on
one of the TV networks, carrying a
sign or whooping it up as though
you were at a Springsteen concert.
Perhaps someone like former

See GOOD, BAD – A9
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elect President Bush in 2004. That
team built a national campaign
strategy for McCain, filling campaign offices across the country
and budgeting for a $100 million
fundraising year. Members of
McCain’s New Hampshire leadership team, many of whom helped
him the last time, said they were
shocked by the excesses of the first
few months, and the disconnect
between the national leadership
and the foot soldiers here, McCain’s
home territory.
Peter Spaulding, McCain’s New
Hampshire chairman, said that he
and his colleagues would complain
during conference calls with the
national leadership that McCain
needed to spend more time in the
state and that the campaign should
invest in more lawn signs and
fewer chartered planes. As he
described it, the leadership would
“give the hicks from New Hampshire their due and let them phone
in,” but they never took their concerns seriously.
Between Jan. 1 and June 4,
McCain spent only four days in the
state, according to Mike Dennehy, a
top national adviser. Instead, he
was campaigning across the country and spending more than 60 percent of his time in fundraising
events. The campaign spent at a
rate of nearly $2 million a month, on
a large staff, planes, buses and
fancy light and sound systems for
McCain’s campaign events.
Meanwhile, forces in Washington were working against the outspoken senator. McCain, a former
navy pilot and prisoner of war, had
called loudly and repeatedly for
more troops in Iraq, an unpopular
stance as U.S. troop casualties
escalated. He was also the co-sponsor of a Senate immigration-reform
proposal that included a path to citizenship for illegal immigrants, a
plan that angered many Republicans. The fundraising climate for
all Republicans was anemic compared with 2004. And McCain’s historic fights against powerful special
interest groups in Washington
made it difficult for him to seek
money from many industries that
might have otherwise been his natural constituents.
In early July, the campaign
announced that it was near bankruptcy, and laid off more than half
of its staff, closing several regional
offices. Most top aides resigned,
and McCain took to flying commercial and carrying his own bags.
Mostly, he was flying to New
Hampshire. In a meeting at C.R.
Sparks restaurant in Bedford,
McCain’s old New Hampshire team
told him that he needed to spend
more time in the state, and McCain
agreed.
“If you want to win New Hampshire, give us the time, be on the
ground, and do what you do best,”
said Chuck Douglas, a campaign
vice chairman. “And he listened.”

because that’s when John McCain
is at his strongest,” Dennehy said.
“His entire life has been built
around defeating expectations.”
His local supporters were
unsuccessful in persuading McCain
to temper his views on Iraq or
immigration. He said frequently
this summer that he “would rather
lose an election than lose a war,”
and he remained a tireless promoter of the so-called troop surge now
in place. Though he told voters that
he would support a border security
first immigration plan, he persisted
in reminding them that illegal
immigrants were “God’s children,”
worthy of compassion.
In September, he decided to
launch what he called the “No Surrender” tour ahead of congressional hearings on the progress in Iraq.
He filled a newly labeled tour bus
with many of the men who spent
time with him in a Vietnamese
prison and campaigned in South
Carolina, Iowa and New Hampshire, giving speeches about the
importance of a continued U.S.
commitment to the war.
Many pundits scoffed at the
effort – and its title – as a sign of a
political campaign in its last throes.
During a phone appearance on
Comedy Central’s Daily Show, host
John Stewart suggested that
McCain change the label on his bus
to read “John McCain’s Traveling
House of Stubbornness.” But in an
interview this week, McCain said
the tour was a turning point for his
campaign. He made the case for
the surge to voters in three earlyvoting states, engaged the attention of the national media and
showed the country that he was
resolute.
Several of his advisers said they
were anxious about the plan. But it
paid off, McCain said, because the
troop surge had begun showing
results, validating McCain’s yearslong call for the strategy. By
Thanksgiving, when McCain went
to Baghdad to visit U.S. troops, violence had receded and the war was
no longer on the front pages every
day.
“It helped tremendously that the
surge worked and that Iraq
improved,” said Charlie Black, a
senior advisor, who agreed to forgo
a salary since the budget crisis.
Black noted that though external
factors helped the campaign in
recent months, many had also broken against them earlier in the
year.
As McCain hit the bricks in New
Hampshire, the rest of the Republican field churned. First Rudy Giuliani, the former New York City
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Supporters of John McCain celebrate as Fox News calls him as the winner of the primary Tuesday night.
mayor, emerged as a national frontrunner and briefly neared the top of
New Hampshire polls, only to stop
campaigning here. Next, former
Tennessee Senator Fred Thompson, a friend of McCain’s, entered
the race to high expectations, then
fizzled. Mitt Romney, whose strategy was predicated on early-state
wins, poured millions into the state,
running television ads all summer
and fall, but never saw his support
rise much above 30 percent. His
loss to former Arkansas governor
Mike Huckabee in Iowa’s caucuses
last week put a dent in Romney’s
image as the inevitable winner
here.
“When those other campaigns
began to come off the tracks, ours
was finally back on the tracks,”
Douglas said.
Dave Carney, a New Hampshire
Republican strategist who has not
signed on with any campaign, said
that McCain could not have pulled
out a win if not for the weakness of

Back to town meetings
McCain, relegated to underdog
status, returned to the insurgent
campaign style that had won him
New Hampshire eight years ago,
clocking 101 town hall-style meetings, taking dozens of questions
from voters and making the rounds
at the state’s newspaper editorial
boards, ultimately securing more
than 25 endorsements. As Douglas
put it, they were “running on
fumes,” leaning on their volunteer
staff and economizing whenever
possible.
“As difficult as it was, it was ironically a comfort zone for us,

Black

the field.
“It just turned out to be a perfect
alignment of the stars and planets
for John McCain,” he said.
McCain campaigned on his
image as a straight-talking, authentic candidate, a tack that played
well against Romney, who had
changed his political positions on
several issues, including abortion,
immigration and campaign finance.
At his town hall events, McCain
would often spend 45-minutes
answering questions, sometimes
engaging in extended back-andforth conversations with voters who
disagreed with his views. He also
made himself unusually accessible
to the press, allowing reporters to
ride his aging bus and ask him his
views on nearly anything.
Dennehy said that the campaign’s ground operation remained
professional and organized, despite

the budget crunch. Staffers made a
coordinated effort to reach out
through grassroots networks,
building to a complex get-out-thevote effort this week.
Slowly rising poll numbers
enabled McCain to raise the money
for television advertisements in the
last weeks of the campaign, though
he relied on the generosity of his
media consultant, Mark McKinnon,
who cut the ads for cost.
By the last few days of the campaign, McCain was forecasting victory to reporters and volunteers
and his final town hall events held
hundreds of rowdy supporters. On
Tuesday night, the news networks
called the race for McCain 10 minutes after the polls had closed in
many New Hampshire towns.
McCain’s victory speech, delivered to a ballroom of chanting, flagwaving supporters, described his

win as a comeback.
“When the pundits declared us
finished, I told them, ‘I’m going to
New Hampshire, where the voters
don’t let you make their decision for
them,’ ” he said. “And when they
asked, ‘How are you going to do it?
You’re down in the polls. You don’t
have the money.’ I answered, ‘I’m
going to New Hampshire, and I’m
going to tell people the truth.’ ”
Yesterday, McCain left for Michigan in a chartered 737 jet, thanks to
the fundraising bounce that his late
lead provided. But Dennehy said
McCain will not be trading in his
aged “Straight Talk Express” for a
newer model.
“I can’t promise that the bus is
going to stop breaking down,” he
said, reporting that the vehicle was
en route to South Carolina. “He’s
never going to want to change that
bus now that things are going well.”

